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Dear staff: 

 First of all, please accept my apologies for the absent of Newsletter in December 
and for merge it now the two months of December’18 and January’19 in one.  
After delayed winter, the winter is starting to give some signs that it’s just on its way, 
which means for us a very cold working conditions.  
 New year, new design. This is the first newsletter of 2019 and nothing better than 
make a review of 2018 that projects 2019 as a year of new challenges.  

We should be proud of what we did achieve through 2018:  
a)   Implement and extend to all areas the new system of collecting data - Smart 

Collection;  
 b)   Implement with access to the Unit Managers the new online software for 
booking - XERO;  
 c)  Split the Stourbridge area  routes  with Reading area to improve logistics and 
collected kgs; 
 d)  Having under control the economy of the company and being able to be a Living  
Wage Employer Certificated;  
 e)  Implement and establish the SmartBin system in Warrington Borough Council;  
 f)  We manage to collect more Kg with less containers (2.345 tonnes in 2018 and 
2,064 tonnes in 2017);  
 g)  Increase the average/kg per container from 36 (in 2017) to 41 in 2018;  
 h) Getting new Tenders and keep the ones that we already have for many years; 

And much more that is not possible to describe here but we went through by updating 
you with the information on the regular Newsletter.  

These are the main points which allow us to create the foundations for 2019 - the year of 
new challenges.  

           
          Antonio de Carvalho 
          Managing Director

December ’18 & January’19
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Tonnes col lected in December 2018

Summary of  the Results  from January to December 2018

Warrington Stourbridge Reading Kent Total GWR

Containers placed 221 421 118 290 1,050
Budget 2018 245 520 125 380 1,270
Kg collected 493,455 938,145 210,995 703,330 2,345,925

2017 305,610 839,560 203,895 707,275 2,056,340

Kg/Container 28 38 45 44 47
Budget 2018

Kg collected budget 516,001 920,183 268,020 834,780 2,538,984
Difference +/- -22,546 17,962 -57,025 -131,450 -193,059
% reach from budget 96% 102% 79% 84% 92%

Comparing to 2017 161% 112% 103% 99% 114%
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Tonnes col lected vs containers in place

The graphic below shows the variations of the seasons through the year with the tonnes 
collected as well the variation of containers in place.  
 
It is visible the difficulty of keeping the number of container out through the 1st semester 
(due the lack of site-finders) that has been improve through the 2nd semester 2018.  
  
Anyway, the decrease of number of containers out is related also with the decision to take 
in containers with yield less than 10Kg/week. 

However, it is interesting that those actions bring us more tonnes with less containers 
placed but it is a very dangerous balance. We need to expand through 2019 not only in 
number of containers but keeping the yield of the new containers do not be under the 
average of the general figure. 
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Income Expenses Profit

The graphic below shows the total income and the profit before taxes and depreciation. It 
is included the donations and Royalties to the Gaia Movement. December 2018 was quite 
abnormal month as well all 1st Quarter, in special February and March 2018. 
We have had an excellent months in May, August and September. All in all the good 
season is from April to September and very low season between November and February. 
It applies for the collection and for the sales.  
The good thing was that we learned by experience and for the next year we will be more 
careful with the sales in special between Christmas and New Year. But in total we have had 
a positive year with £110,840.52 (net profit before taxes).
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Finally, we at the Green World Recycling Limited are living wage employer which means 
we comply with the directives from Living Wage Foundation. 
Therefore, from January 2019 we raise the rate per hour to all our employees from £8.75 
to £9.00 as a real living wage. It represent an increase of 2.78% but more 13% than the 
National Living Wage and more 18% than the minimum wage. 
We will continue to be part of the group of companies that are following the Real Living 
Wage for UK (which is more restrict than we think…) 
But more than the rate per hour, the company offer to his employees a bonus scheme that 
rewards the productivity. The key is always the improvement of the productivity that 
increases the income of the employees.  
2019 is a year with a lot challenges and even uncertainties - for instances the Brexit thing 
still not clear and if it will not be reach an trade agreement with EU we will face serious 
problems due the possible trade taxes for our customers.  
In another hand, the second hand market for clothing is passing through a “crisis” of more 
offers than the market can delivery. The sorting centres are full of goods that cannot sell 
on short term and barely can get new loads of original (which is our product). What was 
never a problem since middle of 2015 (we always have problems to provide our customers 
with the goods that they wanted) since November 2018 we are experienced difficulties on 
the sales and therefore on the payments (the usual customers are delaying the payment 
more than usual) and it affects our cash flow. We never had, since 2015, more than 
65,000Kg of stock. In the beginning of February 2019 we had 175,000Kg in stock, which is 
2.7 times more than the usual.  
We are looking for new customers and in special outside of EU but we have no worries 
that it s a momentum that soon will be over. In times of crisis always is space for new 
opportunities. 


